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Tailored Custom Lighting specializing in the finest hand crafted metal and glass. 
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Services 

LUMA is a one stop supplier of spectacular custom lighting from concept to finished product. As a result, we are able to 

reduce lead times, and reduce outsourcing costs associated with custom lighting projects while providing an amazing 

product. The  LUMA facility houses some of the finest craftsman and designers in the country. With over 20 years of expe-

rience in metal and glass fabrication we are fully capable of providing beautiful tailored custom lighting that suits the fin-

est spaces and environments. 
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LUMA partners with its Clients and acts as an extension of their in-house design 

team developing, designing and manufacturing spectacular custom lighting and 

lighting elements  

This working relationship is one of the most important to us, and will facilitate the ease with which the project will develop 

progress and be actualized. Inspiration and ideas are shared. At this point we work on understanding what the key          

aesthetics our clients are looking for, and figuring out the best way in which to achieve this look. Each project is unique and 

so we strive to understand all of the key variables to facilitate meeting our client’s expectations. Our goal is to find the 

most elegant and cost effective means to provide the client what they want, be it material options, or manufacturing      

options. 
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Design 

It takes a strong partnership to formulate what the final product is going to look like. Our team of experts help the client       

understand which possibilities in the manufacturing process directly impact the overall design. We work hard to meet all 

key design features that our clients are looking for. During this phase all modifications and revisions are worked through 

to  facilitate the next phase. 

 

Engineering 

As part of the engineering criteria we work hard to develop the final fixture in such a way that facilitates a pain free                

installation. We use the latest solid modeling software as well as tools for  visualization and rendering. At the end of this 

phase we will have working shop drawings ready for fabrication. Information is available for site engineers, including 

weights, and mounting details. It is most important that the final site of the fixture is prepared adequately to facilitate 

installation of the final fixture. This includes proper blocking and support, as well as access to electrical. 

 

Manufacturing 

LUMA has a variety of in-house manufacturing resources including metal fabrication utilizing several metal forming pro-

cesses and a talented crew of glass artisans and fabricators. We take pride in our manufacturing abilities paying special 

attention to finish and quality craftsmanship with the utmost attention to detail. 
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PROJECTS 
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CLUB LOUNGE  - 2000 hand blown glass components suspended 

from a seven foot diameter mirrored  canopy 

Ruby coloured glass, seeded smoky topaz and gold leaf. 
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KITCHEN CHANDELIER — Red mirrored blown glass forms 

mounted to a chrome canopy, recessed halogen lighting 

and a clear textured glass skirt.   
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KITCHEN PENDANT— Semi frosted red blown glass pendants 

on a low voltage pin light system, chrome canopy and nickel 

braided wire.   
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RESIDENTIAL BAR—36” long hand pulled clear and  

seeded glass forms, hung from a bronze finish canopy. 
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CONDO LOBBY—Covering a 50 foot span, large textured 

glass sheet hang suspended from braided cable.  
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MASTER ENSUITE— Hand blown glass globes infused with 24  

karat gold leaf, mounted to a six foot diameter brushed brass 

frame.   
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INTERIOR FOYER— Hand polished crystals mounted to three ring 

bronze rings, LED lit and bronze chain. 13’ diameter.    
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MASTER ENSUITE— Hand polished bronze glass mounted to a  

bronze custom curving canopy. 
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RESIDENTIAL BAR  - Gold and smoke grey blown  

glass stars hang from a dark patina bronze canopy.  
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GREAT ROOM— Hand blown glass shades hang  

from a rigid patina metal canopy.   
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INTERIOR STAIR— Mirrored smoked hand blown glass with a 

nickel wire and chrome canopy. 
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GRAND STAIR — Hand blown glass forms hang from braided cloth wire down a 40 foot stair, canopy is a bronze  

patina.   
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MASTER ENSUITE— Custom crystals adorn a bronze canopy. 
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RESIDENTIAL FOYER  - Clear and bronze blown glass star shapes hang from a dark patina bronze canopy.  
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INTERIOR RESTAURANT—Hand blown seeded clear and opal white in-

dented orbs lit with low voltage lighting system, nickel finish wire.  
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COMMERCIAL LOBBY —Hand blown textured forms span 50 feet 

under a chrome canopy in this commercial lobby.  
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CONTACT US 

 

general inquiries hello@lumacustomlighting.com 
     project@lumacustomlighting.com  
 
phone: +1 519 258 7620 
 

LOCATION 

2440 Central Ave. 

Windsor, Ontario, Canada 

N8W4J4 

lumacustomlighting.com  

mailto:info@lumacustomlighting.com

